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Economic outlook

Global scenario: higher interest rates, volatility and less growth

Resilience of GDP and inflation define the tone for scenario revisions

o Domestic activity and inflation have been more resilient than expected. Based on the data
until the beginning of this month, GDP has been showing signs of an acceleration in relation to the
end of 2021, also impacting the dynamics of tax collection and the public accounts. We have
therefore revised our GDP growth forecast for 2022 from 1.0% to 1.5%.

o Inflation remains under pressure and broad-based. Faced with an environment of positive
surprises from the labor market that should increase the disinflation challenges for the rest of the
year, we have raised IPCA inflation forecast for 2022 from 6.9% to 7.5%.

o Given this context, the short-term fiscal results remain benign. Collections have been
surprising and we expect a primary surplus of around R$ 11 billion for the consolidated public
sector.

o The scenario is challenging for the Central Bank. After the last Central Bank Monetary Policy
Committee (Copom) decision to raise the Selic rate to 12.75%, the committee expressed the
possibility of promoting another interest rate hike. We now believe that the Central Bank will end
the monetary policy tightening cycle at 13.25%.
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o In the US, as expected, the Federal Reserve raised the Fed Funds rate by 50bps to 0.75%-
1%. In addition, the Fed confirmed the beginning of the Quantitative Tightening (QT) in June, at
the pace it had signaled in the minutes from the previous meeting.

o Rising interest rates in developed economies and the expectation that the Chinese
economy will be affected by its policies to combat Covid have fueled forecasts of lower
global growth and increased uncertainty.

o In the currency market, the situation has been particularly favorable to the dollar, despite
US inflation being higher than in other developed economies. In addition to the flight to the
dollar at times like the present, the interest rate differential in favor of the US works to
strengthen the currency despite the accumulated losses in the US bond markets with the
expectation of more aggressive hikes by the Fed.

o The global environment continues to demand caution given the greater uncertainties at
this time. Moreover, the already-contracted inflationary pressures reinforce our expectation of a
more timely adjustment of monetary policy in the US, while emerging countries are signaling that
they may be close to the end of their cycles. This suggests that the global economy will live with
high interest rates for a longer period so that inflation can converge to levels closer to those
seen before the pandemic. The risks to the scenario therefore point to an asymmetry, with higher
inflation and interest rates and less growth
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Domestic activity and inflation have been more resilient than expected. Based on the data until the
beginning of this month, GDP has been showing signs of an acceleration in relation to the end of 2021, also
impacting the dynamics of tax collection and public accounts. Nevertheless, inflation remains under
pressure and has been spreading in an environment of positive surprises from the labor market that should
increase the disinflation challenges for the rest of the year. Additionally, the appreciation of the BRL
between March and April, which would have acted as a decompression channel for prices, has begun to
offer a smaller contribution in recent weeks. In turn, the outlook of lower global growth and a more
aggressive Fed bring additional caution. Along with this global dynamic, the effects of monetary policy in
Brazil should materialize more clearly in the second half of the year.

Table 1: Comparison between the April and May scenarios

Source: Bradesco

Inflationary dynamics continue to worsen. In addition to the impacts of commodity shocks on prices, we
have also been seeing second-order effects spreading to the prices of goods and services, which has kept
the core measures under pressure. After a temporary relief during April, commodity prices in reais (in
particular, oil) have accelerated again in the wake of the exchange-rate depreciation and new round
international price increases. Despite announcements such as a reduction in the IPI (industrial products tax),
the prices of industrial goods are still a point of pressure on IPCA inflation, influenced by low inventories,
heated demand and cost pressures on producers. Furthermore, the acceleration of service prices has been
influenced by the impacts of inertia and evidence of stronger economic activity in recent months. As such,
the latest data led us revise our IPCA forecast for 2022 from 6.9% to 7.5%, while keeping the IPCA for 2023
at 3.9% in the expectation of some reduction in commodities prices1. Some risks to regulated prices
deserve to be highlighted, such as the possibility of new fuel adjustments.

¹ See Bradesco DEPEC Highlight of 05/04/2022: “Determinants of commodity prices in the short and medium term,”

available at Economiaemdia.com.br

Resilience of GDP and inflation define the tone for scenario revisions

Apr/22 May/22 Apr/23 May/23

GDP (% p.a.) 1.0 1.5 0.5 0.5

IPCA (% p.a.) 6.9 7.5 3.9 3.9

Selic Rate (% p.a. end of period) 12.75 13.25 9.00 9.00

Exchange Rate (BRL/US$ end of period) 5.1 5.1 5.1 5.1

SFN Credit (% p.a.) 8.50 10.20 6.50 7.50

Global GDP (% p.a.) 3.5 3.4 3.2 3.2

2022 2023
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Graph 1: IPCA – Underlying Services
Seasonally-adjusted and annualized (3, 6 and 12 months)

Source: IBGE, Bradesco

The recovery of the service sector dictates the pace of the economy. Reflected in the inflationary
picture shown in the previous graph, the data shows a recovery of the service sector and the labor market
beyond the expectations we had at the beginning of this year. Caged and PNAD continue to post strong
numbers for job creation, especially formal jobs. This contribution from formality has impacted the wage
bill, which increased 1.0% in the first quarter in real and seasonally-adjusted terms. Given these positive
dynamics, we have revised our average unemployment rate projection for 2022 from 11.2% to 10.8% and
for 2023, from 12.0% to 11.8%. As such, influenced by this recovery in services segments associated with
the latest easing of pandemic control measures and an industry that will present a slightly positive result,
we have revised our GDP growth projection for the first quarter of 2022 from 0.5% to 1.3%.

Moreover, the outlook for disposable income in the second quarter should also be positive,
notwithstanding inflation. In the wake of this improvement in employment, broad income will also
benefit from the injection of R$ 30 billion from the disbursement of FGTS funds, which will produce a 4.2%
increase in aggregate income during the second quarter. The expansion of bank credit at the beginning of
the year provides support for short-term demand, combined with a marginal improvement in the
confidence indices. Based on this evidence and the indicators from our own survey, we project growth in
the second quarter close to 0.3% in the quarterly comparison. The result of these projections for the first
half is a revision of our GDP growth forecast for 2022 from 1.0% to 1.5%. For next year, we maintain our
expectation of a 0.5% expansion in GDP given the exhaustion of the vectors that currently allow for
greater growth, as well as the delayed effects of monetary policy.
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Graph 2: Extended Available Income Mass – Data in constant and seasonally-adjusted prices.
Quarterly % variation and contributions in percentage points

Source: IBGE, BC, CEF, Treasury, Ministry of Citizenship and Social Security, Bradesco.

*Projection

Given this context, the short-term fiscal results remain benign. Tax revenues have been stronger than
expected and we expect a primary surplus of around R$ 11 billion for the consolidated public sector, or
about 0.1% of GDP. The central government should present a deficit of 0.7% of GDP, offset by a surplus by
regional governments. In addition to the previously-announced tax exemptions, we assumed an additional
loss of R$ 15 billion in the form of tax waivers. In terms of short-term downside risks, pressures remain
from extraordinary spending. For the medium term, concerns regarding fiscal fundamentals and rules
continue, despite the overall improvement observed at the beginning of the year.

With the global economy slowing and the impact on commodity prices, we revised our trade
balance forecast for 2022 to a surplus of US$ 70.3 billion. This result will still be the highest in the
historical series and is compatible with a current account deficit of approximately 0.6% of GDP, largely
financed by foreign investments. In relation to the exchange rate, we maintained our forecast of R$/US$
5.10 at the end of 2022 and 2023. There are vectors influencing the BRL in both directions. On the one
hand, the fundamentals of the adjusted external accounts, the high flows resulting from the reallocation of
global portfolios and the interest rate differential point to an exchange rate even more appreciated than
the current average. On the other hand, the uncertainties regarding the global scenario, the opportune
increase in US interest rates and recent risk aversion movement have contributed to a depreciation of our
currency in recent weeks.
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Graph 3: Primary Result – Regional Governments.
Accumulated year-to-date. In constant R$ billion.

Source: BCB, Bradesco

The scenario is challenging for the Central Bank. After the last Central Bank Monetary Policy Committee
(Copom) decision to raise the Selic policy rate to 12.75%, the committee expressed the possibility of
promoting another interest rate hike of a lesser magnitude at the June meeting. With this, the Central Bank
defers the likely the end of the cycle. Notwithstanding, Copom expressed some caution, particularly in view
of the already-high level of interest rates and monetary policy lags. Given this scenario, we believe that the
Central Bank will now end the monetary policy tightening cycle at 13.25%, keeping interest rates at this
level for a long period.
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The last few weeks were marked by an increase in discomfort with inflation and the prospects for
global growth, and were decisive for the behavior of the markets. Added to that was the perception
that the war in Ukraine could be more lasting and its effects on the supply of various commodities more
persistent.

Rising interest rates in developed economies and the expectation that the Chinese economy will be
affected by its policies to combat Covid have fueled forecasts of lower global growth and
increased uncertainty. As a result, over the last few weeks there has been an increase in risk aversion. In
the currency market, the situation has been particularly favorable to the dollar, despite US inflation being
higher than in other developed economies. In addition to the flight to the dollar at times like the present,
the interest rate differential in favor of the US works to strengthen the currency despite the accumulated
losses in the US bond markets with the expectation of more aggressive hikes by the Fed.

Graph 4: DXY Index (US dollar vs. main currencies of the developed countries)

Source: Bloomberg and Bradesco

Prices for the main commodities, however, have not shown the cooling typical of periods with a strong

dollar, probably due to the expectations of supply restrictions. While the currencies of commodity-producing

countries depreciated in a movement that typically precedes a drop in commodities prices, such a decline did not

materialize, reinforcing concerns about inflation.

In the US, as expected, the Federal Reserve raised the Fed Funds rate by 50bps to 0.75%-1%. In addition, the

Fed confirmed the beginning of the Quantitative Tightening (QT) in June, at the pace it had signaled in the minutes

from the previous meeting. As a result, the American central bank will begin reducing the assets on its balance sheet

at the rate of US$ 65 billion/month in Treasury bonds and another US$ 35 billion/month in mortgage-backed

securities (MBS). The reduction of such assets will occur by not rolling over the flow of expirations (interest plus

principal) in its portfolio up to these limits and includes the commitment that if the expirations in a given month are

not sufficient to reach the target, the Fed may actively sell securities to the market to meet its objective.

Global scenario: higher interest rates, volatility and less growth
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The Fed’s signaling regarding its next monetary policy steps seems to be consistent with our
scenario that this was the first of a total of four 50bp hikes that will raise the basic interest rate to
2.25% by September this year. With this, the monetary authority would fulfill its intention to bring the
basic rate back to neutral as soon as possible. After reaching the neutral level, we believe the Federal
Reserve will continue to raise interest rates, but in increments of 25bps. In our base scenario, US interest
rates will reach 4% in the third quarter of 2023, although we believe the final length of the cycle will also
depend on the behavior of asset prices. As we recently argued2, the increase in household wealth through
stocks and real estate over the last few years makes the wealth effect associated with changes in the
prices of these assets an important determinant for consumption and savings decisions. All else constant,
we believe a 10% reduction in the prices of these assets would be consistent with a reduction of around 1%
in aggregate household consumption.

Graph 5: CPI and the Fed Funds Rate
%

Source: BLS, Federal Reserve and Bradesco

We believe the monetary tightening will imply an economic deceleration in 2023 and project US
GDP growth of just 1.5% next year. We have also revised our forecast for 2022 growth to 2.8% (from 3%
previously), mainly due to the negative surprise from GDP in the first quarter. While it is true that the
components of domestic demand (especially consumption and investment in fixed assets) posted robust
performance in the first quarter and that the GDP contraction was due to the negative contribution from
net exports and investment in inventories, the statistical carry of negative GDP growth in the first quarter
of the year points to a negative bias that we chose to incorporate into our forecast.
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¹ See Bradesco DEPEC Highlight of 04/27/2022: “USA: Size of the interest rate hike will also depend on the 

performance of the stock market,” available at Economiaemdia.com.br
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In Europe, inflation continues to accelerate although the moderation of the regional economy has
so far been modest, despite bearish vectors. However, given the region’s high dependence on energy
supplies and other inputs from Russia, more permanent sanctions will affect its production capacity. Added
to this, the shock in confidence – already shown in some polls – postpones not only the recovery of
industry but also limits the improvement in consumption that would occur in response to having controlled
the pandemic. In this sense, the current activity indicators point to a more moderate deceleration than that
suggested by the surveys. In light of this, after an important adjustment to our projections last month, we
maintain our expectation that the Eurozone will grow 2.5% this year. Moreover, the high level of inflation in
the region – with an accumulated increase of 7.5% and 3.5% in recent months through April, considering
the headline index and core measure, respectively – poses challenges for consumption and monetary and
fiscal policy. In fact, we believe the European Central Bank is aware of these pressures and should begin an
upward interest rate cycle in the second half of the year.

Graph 6: Eurozone – Leading Indicators and GDP
Base 100=2004 and interannual variation

Source: Bloomberg and Bradesco

The outlook for the Chinese economy has become more uncertain. To start, we have the deceleration
that began in mid-2021 as a result of various internal adjustments. Despite the policies aimed at stabilizing
the economy adopted since the end of last year, recent shocks reduce the probability of a more vigorous
recovery in the quarters ahead. The war in Ukraine, the increase in Covid cases accompanied by very
restrictive measures on circulation and the still-ongoing deceleration of the real-estate sector all pose a
downside risk to the economy this year. Even assuming that given these risks, the government will
accelerate its stimuli, we have more modest expectations for growth: 4.5% this year and the next.

For now, we have already considered important negative impacts both on domestic consumption
and the production and flow of products inside and outside China. Our main concern is with a more
pronounced deceleration of the Chinese economy and a worsening of production chains. The expected
normalization of global industry could be delayed given the relevant role of China, with the disinflation of
industrial goods taking longer than we expected at the beginning of the year. It is difficult to predict how
this situation will evolve in the coming weeks. Given the current situation, we understand that April should
have been the valley for economic activity, causing the expansion in the second quarter to approach zero
compared to the first three months of the year.
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Graph 7: China – New Covid cases
Number of persons

Source: CEIC

In Latin America, the monetary policy tightening cycle appears to be approaching its end, although
inflationary pressures remain relevant. Central Banks in the region have reinforced their signaling that
they are approaching the end of the upward interest rate cycle, given that they have been raising rates
since mid-2021 and the current contractionary level is already relevant. Nevertheless, the current inflation
data suggests relevant pressures and the moderation of economic activity has been modest. The Chilean
monetary authority, which initiated interest rate hikes in a preventive manner, believes that inflation will
begin to cool down soon given the expectation of a below-potential growth cycle in the next biennium,
even considering the inflationary pressures that are still present. Added to this scenario is the political
context, with the elaboration of the new Constitution, resulting in strong concerns about fiscal policy. In
Mexico, monetary policy will be conditioned by inflationary pressures and expectations, as well as by rising
interest rates in the US. Also worth mentioning is the government’s proposal to contain price increases by
freezing about 1/3 of the items in the consumption basket, which tends to produce perverse effects over
the medium term. Colombia is on the eve of the first round of presidential elections and has shown signs of
strong economic growth. While inflation has accelerated in recent months, the Colombian Central Bank has
opted for a more gradual adjustment of interest rates.

As such, the global economy will be characterized by lower growth amid persistent inflationary
pressures. It seems very likely to us that rising interest rates in various countries and the deterioration of
financial conditions will, at some point, lead to a correction in commodity prices and inflation and thus a
rebalancing between supply and demand for goods and services. However, the timing of these adjustments
remains quite uncertain and the correction to the new equilibrium may not be smooth, causing market
volatility to remain high.
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Macroeconomic Projections (2017 – 2023)

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022* 2023*

DOMESTIC ACTIVITY, INFLATION AND INTEREST RATES

GDP (%) 1.3 1.8 1.2 -3.9 4.6 1.5 0.5

  Agriculture (%) 14.2 1.3 0.4 3.8 -0.2 2.6 1.9

  Industry (%) -0.5 0.7 -0.7 -3.4 4.5 0.3 0.0

  Services (%) 0.8 2.1 1.5 -4.3 4.7 1.8 0.4

  Private consumption (%) 2.0 2.4 2.6 -5.4 3.6 1.7 0.4

  Government consumption (%) -0.7 0.8 -0.5 -4.5 2.0 0.8 0.0

  Investment (%) -2.6 5.2 4.0 -0.5 17.2 -0.2 -0.4

  Exports of goods and services (%) 4.9 4.1 -2.6 -1.8 5.8 2.0 2.5

  Imports of goods and services (%) 6.7 7.7 1.3 -9.8 12.4 -1.7 -0.2

GDP (R$ billion - current prices) 6,585 7,004 7,389 7,468 8,679 9,740 10,609

GDP (US$ billion) 2,063 1,916 1,873 1,449 1,609 1,922 2,070

Population (million) 207.7 208.5 210.1 212.1 213.4 214.7 216.0

Per Capita GDP (US$ - current prices) 9,935 9,192 8,914 6,833 7,540 8,950 9,584

Industrial Production - IBGE (%) 2.5 1.0 -1.1 -4.5 3.9 -0.4 1.2

Unemployment Rate - IBGE (%) 12.7 12.4 12.0 13.8 13.2 10.8 11.8

Brazil Payrolls - CAGED (million) -0.1 0.4 0.6 0.2 2.9 1.5 0.5

Retail Sales - (%) 2.0 2.3 1.8 1.2 1.4 -0.1 1.3

CPI - IPCA - IBGE (%) 2.9 3.7 4.3 4.5 10.1 7.5 3.9

WPI - IGP-M - FGV (%) -0.5 7.5 7.3 23.1 17.8 12.0 5.1

Nominal Interest Rates  - Selic target (end of period - %) 7.0 6.5 4.5 2.0 9.3 13.3 9.0

Nominal Interest Rates - Selic target (12-month - %) 10.0 6.4 5.9 2.8 4.4 12.2 11.4

Real Interest Rates - Selic (12-month - %) 6.8 2.6 1.6 -1.7 -5.1 4.3 7.2

EXTERNAL ACCOUNTS AND FX

Trade Balance (US$ billion) 57.3 43.4 26.5 32.4 36.2 70.3 66.9

  Exports (US$ billion) 218 239.5 225.8 210.7 283.8 329.5 315.1

  Imports (US$ billion) 161 196.1 199.3 178.3 247.6 259.3 248.1

Trade flow (exports + imports) (% of GDP) 18.35 22.7 22.7 26.8 33.0 30.6 27.2

Current Account Deficit (US$ billions) -22.03 -51.5 -65.0 -24.5 -28.1 -9.7 -25.4

Current Account Deficit (% of GDP) -1.07 -2.7 -3.5 -1.7 -1.7 -0.6 -1.4

Foreign Direct Investment (US$ billions) 68.89 78.2 69.2 37.8 53.3 68.6 67.3

FX  - end of period  (R$ / US$) 3.31 3.9 4.0 5.2 5.7 5.1 5.1

FX - yearly average (R$ / US$) 3.19 3.7 3.9 5.2 5.4 5.1 5.1

International Reserves (US$ billion) 381.97 387.0 356.9 355.6 362.0 368.5 375.2

Moody's sovereign credit rating Ba2 Ba2 Ba2 Ba2 Ba2 - -

S&P sovereign credit rating BB BB- BB- BB- BB- - -

FISCAL ACCOUNTS

Primary Surplus (R$ billions) -110.58 -108.3 -61.9 -703.0 64.7 11.1 -53.3

Primary Surplus (% of GDP) -1.68 -1.5 -0.8 -9.4 0.7 0.1 -0.5

Gross Public Debt (domestic and external) (% of GDP) 73.72 75.3 74.4 88.6 80.3 80.1 83.6

Net Public Debt (domestic and external) (% of GDP) 51.37 52.8 54.7 62.5 57.2 58.0 64.1

CREDIT

Total Credit growth (% YoY) -0.40 5.1 6.5 15.6 16.3 10.2 7.5
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International indicators (2018 – 2023)

International indicators – Latin America (2017 – 2023)

(*): (estimate)
Source: IMF, Bradesco

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022* 2023*

GDP

World 3.8 3.6 2.9 -3.0 6.1 3.4 3.2

Developed markets 2.4 2.3 1.8 -4.5 5.2 2.8 2.0

  United States 2.3 2.9 2.3 -3.4 5.7 2.8 1.5

  Euro Area 2.3 1.8 1.6 -6.5 5.2 2.5 1.7

  United Kingdom 1.7 1.7 1.7 -9.3 7.1 3.0 1.5

  Japan 1.7 0.6 -0.2 -4.5 1.9 2.0 1.2

Emerging markets 4.8 4.6 3.7 -2.0 7.0 3.9 4.2

  China 6.9 6.8 6.0 2.2 8.1 4.5 4.5

  Latin America 1.3 1.2 0.1 -7.0 6.5 2.3 2.0

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022* 2023*

Argentina

  GDP (%) 2.8 -2.6 -2.0 -9.9 9.5 2.0 1.8

  CPI (%) 24.8 47.7 53.8 36.1 48.5 55.0 40.0

  Interest rate (%) 29.20 60.31 44.85 26.95 38.00 42.00 38.00

  ARS/US$ (end of period) 18.6 37.7 59.9 84.1 102.7 145.0 200.9

Brazil

  GDP (%) 1.3 1.8 1.2 -3.9 4.6 1.5 0.5

  CPI (%) 2.9 3.7 4.3 4.5 10.1 7.5 3.9

  Interest rate (%) 7.00 6.50 4.50 2.00 9.25 13.25 9.00

  BRL/US$ (end of period) 3.31 3.87 4.03 5.20 5.65 5.10 5.10

Chile

  GDP (%) 1.2 4.0 0.8 -6.1 12.0 2.4 1.9

  CPI (%) 2.3 2.6 3.0 3.0 7.2 8.0 3.5

  Interest rate (%) 2.50 2.75 1.75 0.50 4.00 8.75 7.00

  CLP/US$ (end of period) 615 694 752 712 852 800 770

Colombia

  GDP (%) 1.4 2.6 3.2 -7.0 10.6 3.8 3.3

  CPI (%) 4.1 3.2 3.8 1.6 5.6 7.0 4.0

  Interest rate (%) 4.75 4.25 4.25 1.75 3.00 7.50 6.00

  COP/US$ (end of period) 2,987 3,250 3,277 3,430 4,065 3,900 3,775

Mexico

  GDP (%) 2.1 2.2 -0.2 -8.2 4.8 2.2 2.0

  CPI (%) 6.8 4.8 2.8 3.2 7.4 7.1 4.0

  Interest rate (%) 7.25 8.25 7.25 4.25 5.50 8.50 7.50

  MXN/US$ (end of period) 19.66 19.65 18.93 19.91 20.53 20.80 20.82

Peru

  GDP (%) 2.5 4.0 2.2 -11.0 15.9 3.0 3.0

  CPI (%) 1.4 2.2 1.9 2.0 6.4 6.0 3.2

  Interest rate (%) 3.25 2.75 2.25 0.25 2.50 5.50 4.50

  PEN/US$ (end of period) 3.24 3.37 3.31 3.62 4.00 3.80 3.83
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